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Referendum Community Survey

Purpose:
• To explore voter reaction to a proposed operating levy that would 

raise taxes to raise the local funds needed to support academic 
programs and student support services.

• To determine a cost acceptable to a majority of local voters for an 
operating levy.

• Assess the community’s perception of the overall quality of the 
district and its financial management.

• Collect feedback to assist the district’s planning related to 
community engagement.

Survey Basics:
• Survey included interviews with 300 registered voters in the 

Fridley Public School District. 
• Interviews included demographic targets intended 

to provide a representative sample of voters in 
the district.

• Interviews were completed between March 5th and March 9th. 
• Approximate margin of error is ±5.6%.



“Fridley Public Schools plans to seek voter approval 
to increase local property taxes to raise additional 

funding for the District.  Doing so would help 
the district to maintain and improve current programs 

and avoid further budget cuts. 

Based on what you know now, would you favor or 
oppose such a proposal?” 

Initial support

OPERATING LEVY
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Initial support



“I am going to read some statements about the proposal 
to increase the district’s operating levy.  

Please tell me whether the information in each 
statement would make you more likely or less likely 

to vote for such a proposal.”

Effect of information

OPERATING LEVY
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• Eight elements were presented in the context of 
benefits to the District if funding were approved.
• One element was asked in two different ways, with half of 

participants given each version.

• Respondents were asked to react to each project.

• Elements were given to participants in random order.

Reaction to proposed benefits

OPERATING LEVY
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Reaction to proposed benefits (cont.)
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• Highest support shown for mental health services, class 
sizes, gifted/talented programs, and avoiding cuts to 
teaching positions.

• Weaker support for International Baccalaureate 
programs.

• On average, positive support was 54%.

Reaction to proposed benefits  (cont.)

OPERATING LEVY
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“Now that you have heard more information 
about the proposal to raise additional funding 
for the District by increasing its operating levy, 
would you favor or oppose such a proposal?” 

Informed support

OPERATING LEVY
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Comparison – initial and informed
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Details about impacts had a significant effect on support for the proposal.



Impact of cost information
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• Participants were asked about four potential property tax 
increases:  $80, $120, $160 and $200 per year.

• To preclude responses given in anticipation of higher or 
lower options, dollar values were presented in random 
order.



Impact of cost information  (cont.)
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Potential tax impacts tested were $80, $120, $160 and $200.



Impact of cost information  (cont.)
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Automatic increases
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“The District is considering a proposal that asks voters 
to approve gradual increases in the operating levy amount 
in later years.  This would help protect programs from cuts 

due to rising costs, and would decrease the need 
for similar elections in the future.  

Would you favor or oppose a proposal that included 
a higher amount in later years?”



Automatic increases  (cont.)
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Comparison to Metro average
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“Fridley Public Schools has an operating levy 
that is currently more than $700 per student 

less than the metro average.  

Does this information make you more likely 
or less likely to support the District’s 

proposed increase?”



Comparison to Metro average  (cont.)
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Grading the District
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“Students are often given the grades of A, B, C, D 
and Fail to denote the quality of their work.  

Suppose the public schools themselves, in your community, 
were graded in the same way.  

What grade would you give to the 
public schools here?”



Overall grades
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Reasons for grades given
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Basis of determining grades
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• Over half of respondents based their grade on their 
children’s experience or word of mouth.



Financial management
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Community environment
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The last few questions asked participants for their level of 
agreement with a number of statements about the District 
in general terms. 



Schools as an investment
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Trust in the District
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Schools and the community
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Support and outcomes
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Tax aversion
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Participants were asked how much they agreed with the 
following statement:

“I would never vote for a tax increase,
no matter the amount or how the money raised

would be used.”



Tax aversion  (cont.)
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Findings
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Initial and informed support:

• Initial support at 45.8%.

• Informed support at 54.3%.

• Change in support (8.5%) is statistically significant.

• Support between 50% and 60% for each element tested, 
with the exception of IB (40% support).

Potential tax impacts:

• Support over 58% at the $80 impact level.

• Support from Active and Very Active voters drops below 
the margin of error threshold (56%) at the $85 impact 
level.


